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zebra has a great sound quality, even when used in a stereo setup. stereo synthesis is not as immediate as monophonic synthesis, but it has a more natural vibe. that is why we decided
to make it the default sound engine for zebra2. the first thing you hear when you start up zebra is a combination of oscillator and filter. wave generator modes provide a great

opportunity to explore the endless possibilities of additive synthesis. the waveform can be edited in real-time. you can easily choose from a full range of classic waveforms, but there are
also a lot of custom waveforms. just imagine an oscillator with a triangular waveform, a sawtooth waveform, a squared wave, or even a custom wave. you can also use a combination of

different waves. alongside the usual controls and options for modulation, there are also controls for the ensemble of plugins that the user has selected. it includes controls for the
settings for the individual plugins, for instance the individual settings. for instance, the pan parameter has a number of settings, such as the panning range (from -180 to +180 degrees),
the pan level (0 to 100 percent), and the pan fade. there are also controls for the settings of the ensemble section. for instance, it includes controls for the settings for the ensemble of
plugins, for instance the ensemble settings. zebra 2 is an all-around synthesizer, and just about every instrument can be used in a variety of styles. vst, au, and rtas support means the

unit can be used in the majority of the major software platforms. zebra has a sound library to satisfy the needs of all musicians. the two-channel effects processing includes chorus,
phaser, flanger, and delay, and the options are also fully adjustable.
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zebralette is an introduction to zebra2's powerful
oscillators. zebra2 can seem overwhelming at first

glance, so we stripped it down to a single oscillator plus a
few other features and created zebralette, the little

zebra. once you master zebralette you can move up to
zebra2 with confidence. and your presets can come with
you, as zebralette presets can be opened in zebra2. we

work hard to ensure that all of the zebralette presets are
compatible with zebra2. they are the same presets, just

used on the zebra2 oscillator. zebralette is an
introduction to zebra2's powerful oscillators. zebra2 can

seem overwhelming at first glance, so we stripped it
down to a single oscillator plus a few other features and

created zebralette, the little zebra. once you master
zebralette you can move up to zebra2 with confidence.

and your presets can come with you, as zebralette
presets can be opened in zebra2. zebralette is an

introduction to zebra2's powerful oscillators. zebra2 can
seem overwhelming at first glance, so we stripped it

down to a single oscillator plus a few other features and
created zebralette, the little zebra. once you master

zebralette you can move up to zebra2 with confidence.
and your presets can come with you, as zebralette

presets can be opened in zebra2. zebralette has a huge
set of features which means you can easily switch

between types of oscillators and top them with just a few
clicks. even more powerful are the effects and

modulation sections. if you want to mix and match
oscillators, effects and modulation sources, zebralette

has you covered. 5ec8ef588b
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